The BIG Get Ready For KINDERGARTEN summer Packet

Name:

Phonemic Awareness practice

Fine Motor practice

Name:

Rhyming practice

Color the number 8

Color the pictures that start with C

Cross out the pictures that do not start with C

Practice writing your As

Color 8 shells.
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Practice Your Name

DIRECTIONS: Practice writing your name. Use the letter guide to help you see how to make each letter. Be sure the first (and only the first) letter is a capital.
Practice Your Name

_____________  _______________
_____________  _______________
_____________  _______________
_____________  _______________
_____________  _______________
_____________  _______________
_____________  _______________
_____________  _______________
_____________  _______________
_____________  _______________
_____________  _______________
_____________  _______________

DIRECTIONS: Practice writing your name. Use the Handwriting Without Tears letter guide to help you see how to make each letter. Be sure the first (and only the first) letter is a capital.
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Letter Guide

A a B b C c D d E e F f

G g h h I i J j K k L l M m

N n O o P p Q q R r S s T t

U u V v W w X x Y y Z z
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Letter Guide

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff
Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt
Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
Cut out the letters. Glue them in ABC order on the ABC Board.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cut out the letters. Glue them in ABC order on the ABC Board.
Color the pictures that start with A.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with A.
Practice writing your As.

A

a

Draw something that starts with a.

Write the missing letters.

c___t  m___n  h___t
Name _______________________________

Practice writing your As.

A

a

Draw something that starts with a.

Write the missing letters.

c_t m__n h_t

Circle the uppercase and lowercase As.
Color the pictures that start with B.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with B.
Name ________________________________

Practice writing your Bs.

B

b

Draw something that starts with b.

Write the missing letters.

___ug  ___ox  ___ag

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Bs.
Name ____________________________

Practice writing your Bs.

B ____________________________

b ____________________________

Draw something that starts with a.

Write the missing letters.

___ug

___ox

___ag

Circle the uppercase and lowercase As.
Name __________________________

Color the pictures that start with C.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with C.
Name ________________________________

Practice writing your Cs.

C

C

Draw something that starts with c.

Write the missing letters.

____ow  ____rab  ____at

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Cs.
Name _______________________

Practice writing your Cs.

C ________________________

C ________________________

Draw something that starts with c.

Write the missing letters.

__ow __rab __at

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Cs.
Name __________________________

Color the pictures that start with D.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with D.
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Name ___________________________________________

Practice writing your Ds.

\[D\]

\[d\]

Draw something that starts with d.

Write the missing letters.

___og     ___uck     ___ot

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ds.
Name ____________________________

Practice writing your Ds.

D

D

Draw something that starts with d.

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ds.

Write the missing letters.

__og   __uck   __ot
Name ___________________  Ee

Color the pictures that start with E.  Cross out the pictures that do not start with E.
Name ____________________________________________  

Practice writing your Es. 

E ____________________________________________  

E ____________________________________________  

Draw something that starts with e. 

Write the missing letters. 

h__n  v__t  p__n  

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Es.
Name ____________________________________

Practice writing your Es.

E

E

Draw something that starts with e.

Write the missing letters.

h__n  v__t  p__n

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Es.
Name _____________________________

Color the pictures that start with F.

Cross out the pictures that do not start with F.
Name

Practice writing your Fs.

F

f

Draw something that starts with f.

Write the missing letters.

__ish  __rog  __ire

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Fs.
Name______________________________

Practice writing your Fs.

F

f

Draw something that starts with f.

Write the missing letters.

_ish

_rog

_ire

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Fs.
Color the pictures that start with G.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with G.
Practice writing your Gs.

G

g

Draw something that starts with g.

Write the missing letters.

lobe  _ift  _apes
Name ____________________________

Practice writing your Gs.

G

G

Draw something that starts with g.

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Gs.

Write the missing letters.

lobe __ift __apes
Name ____________________________

Color the pictures that start with H.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with H.
Name_________________________________________

Practice writing your Hs.

H

H

Draw something that starts with h.

Write the missing letters.

__orse   __ose   __at

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Hs.
Practice writing your Hs.

Draw something that starts with h.

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Hs.

Write the missing letters.

__orse  __ose  __eat
Color the pictures that start with I.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with I.
Practice writing your Is.

I

I

Draw something that starts with i.

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Is.

Write the missing letters.

p__g  z__p  m___t
Name

Practice writing your Is.

____

____

Draw something that starts with i.

Write the missing letters.

p___g  z___p  m___tt

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Is.
Color the pictures that start with J.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with J.
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Name ________________________________

Practice writing your Js.

J

j

draw something that starts with j.

write the missing letters.

___et  ___am  ___eans

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Js.
Name__________________________________

Practice writing your Js.

J

J

Draw something that starts with j.

Write the missing letters.

__et  __am  __eans

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Js.
Color the pictures that start with K.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with K.
Practice writing your Ks.

K
K

Draw something that starts with k.

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ks.

Write the missing letters.

_id  _ite  _ing
Name _______________________

Practice writing your Ks.

K
K
K

Draw something that starts with k.

Write the missing letters.

__id  __ite  __ing

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ks.
Color the pictures that start with L.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with L.
Name _______________________

Practice writing your Ls.

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

Draw something that starts with L.

Write the missing letters.

id
eg
ips

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ls.
Name ____________________________

Practice writing your Ls.

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

Draw something that starts with L.

Write the missing letters.

___id ___eg ___ips

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ls.
Color the pictures that start with M.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with M.
Name ____________________________

Practice writing your Ms.

M ____________________________

m ____________________________

Draw something that starts with m.

Write the missing letters.

___om  ___oon  ___ap

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ms.
Name ____________________________

Practice writing your M.

M __________________________________________

m __________________________________________

Draw something that starts with m.

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ms.

Write the missing letters.

__om    __oon    __ap
Name ____________________________

Color the pictures that start with N.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with N.
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Name_____________________________

Practice writing your Ns.

N

n

Draw something that starts with n.

Write the missing letters.

q

__est  __ine  __urse
Name ________________________

Practice writing your Ns.

N

N

Draw something that starts with n.

Write the missing letters.

q

__est  ___ine  ___urse
Color the pictures that start with O.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with O.
Name ____________________________

Practice writing your Os.

O

O

Draw something that starts with o.

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Os.

Write the missing letters.
d___g   sp___ts   m___p
Name ________________________________

Practice writing your Os.

O

O

Draw something that starts with o.

Write the missing letters.

d__g  sp__ts  m__p

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Os.
Color the pictures that start with P.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with P.
Name ____________________________

Practice writing your Ps.

P ________________________________

______________________________

P ________________________________

Draw something that starts with p.

Write the missing letters.

__ig  __in  __aint

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ps.
Name __________________________

Practice writing your Ps.

P

P

Draw something that starts with p.

P

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ps.

Write the missing letters.

__ig  __in  __aint
Name ________________________

Color the pictures that start with Q.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with Q.
Name ____________________________________________

Practice writing your Qs.

Q

Q

q

Q k O a
n f Q b Q
r p o k q
p

Draw something that starts with q.

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Qs.

Write the missing letters.

_____queen  _____uilt  _____uarter
Name ____________________________

Practice writing your Qs.

Q ____________________________

q ____________________________

Draw something that starts with p.

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ps.

Write the missing letters.

__ig
__in
__ain
Name _______________________________ Rr

Color the pictures that start with R.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with R.
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Name ____________________________

Practice writing your Rs.

R ____________________________

R ____________________________

R ____________________________

Draw something that starts with r.

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Rs.

Write the missing letters.

___ain    ___ose    ___ocket
Name ___________________________

Practice writing your Rs.

R ___________________________________

_____________________

Draw something that starts with r.

Write the missing letters.

__ain __ose __ocket
Name ________________________________

Color the pictures that start with S.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with S.
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Name ________________________________

Practice writing your Ss.

S ________________________________

S ________________________________

Draw something that starts with s.

Write the missing letters.

__un __tar __ocks

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ss.
Name ____________________________

Practice writing your Ss.

S

S

Draw something that starts with s.

Write the missing letters.

un

tar

ocks

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ss.
Name ______________________

Color the pictures that start with T.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with T.
Name _____________________________

Practice writing your Ts.

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

Draw something that starts with t.

Write the missing letters.

10

__ag  __en  __ree

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ts.
Practice writing your Ts.

T

T

T

Draw something that starts with t.

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ts.

Write the missing letters.

____ag  ____en  ____ree
Color the pictures that start with U.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with U.
Name ________________________________

Practice writing your Us.

U ____________________________
U ____________________________
U ____________________________

Draw something that starts with u.

Write the missing letters.

s__n  b__s  b__g

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Us.
Name___________________________________________

Practice writing your Us.

________________________
________________________
________________________

Draw something that starts with u.

Write the missing letters.

s__n  b__s  b__g

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Us.
Color the pictures that start with V.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with V.
Name______________________________

Practice writing your Vs.

V

V

V

Draw something that starts with v.

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Vs.

Write the missing letters.

_et  _est  _an
Name______________________________

Practice writing your Vs.

\[\text{V}\]

\[\text{V}\]

\[\text{V}\]

Draw something that starts with v.

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Vs.

Write the missing letters.

\[\_\text{et}\]  \[\_\text{est}\]  \[\_\text{an}\]
Color the pictures that start with W.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with W.
Name

Practice writing your Ws.

W

W

Draw something that starts with w.

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ws.

Write the missing letters.

__ater   __agon   __orm
Practice writing your Ws.

W

W

Draw something that starts with w.

Write the missing letters.

____ater  ____agon  ____orm
Circle the pictures that contain the letter X.
Cross out the pictures that do not contain the letter X.
Name________________________________________

Practice writing your Xs.

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________

Write the missing letters.

fo____  si____  bo____

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Xs.

Draw something that has an x.
Name _____________________________

Practice writing your Xs.

X

X

Draw something that has an x.

Write the missing letters.

fo__  si__  bo__

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Xs.
Color the pictures that start with Y.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with Y.
Name________________________________________

Practice writing your Ys.

Y________________________________________________________________________

Y________________________________________________________________________

Y________________________________________________________________________

Draw something that starts with y.

Write the missing letters.

___ak ___arn ___ogurt

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ys.
Name _______________________________________________________

Practice writing your Ys.

Y

Y

Draw something that starts with y.

Write the missing letters.

__ak  __arn  __ogurt

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Ys.
Color the pictures that start with Z.
Cross out the pictures that do not start with Z.
Name ________________________________

Practice writing your Zs.

Z

Z

Z

Draw something that starts with z.

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Zs.

Write the missing letters.

Y

ip

Z

ebra

O

ero
Name__________________________________________

Practice writing your Zs.

Z
Z
Z

Draw something that starts with z.

Circle the uppercase and lowercase Zs.

Write the missing letters.

Y

Z

Z

0

Z

Z

Z

O

ip ebra ero
Color the pictures in each row that start with the same sound.
Name ________________________________

Rhyming Practice

[Flippers, dog, frog, bird]

[Dog, octopus, bat, cow]

[Sprinkler, mouse, pig, rose]

[Beetle, flower, apple tree, turtle]

Color the pictures in each row that rhyme.
Cut out the numbers. Glue them in order in the boxes above.
Color the number zero.

Color 0 popsicles.

Practice writing the number 0.

Draw 0 of something.

Circle the 0s.
Color the number zero.  
Color 0 popsicles. 

Practice writing the number 0. 

Draw 0 of something. 
Circle the 0s.
Color the number one. Color 1 umbrella.

Practice writing the number 1.

Draw 1 of something. Circle the 1s.
Color the number one.  

Color 1 umbrella.

Practice writing the number 1.

Draw 1 of something.

Circle the 1s.
Color the number two.

Color 2 beach balls.

Practice writing the number 2.

Draw 2 of something.

Circle the 2s.
Name _______________________________

Color the number two.  

Color 2 beach balls.

2

2

Practice writing the number 2.

Draw 2 of something.

Circle the 2s.
Name

Color the number three.               Color 3 crabs.

3

Practice writing the number 3.

Draw 3 of something.

Circle the 3s.
Name ________________________________

Color the number three.  

Color 3 crabs.

three

Practice writing the number 3.

3 3

Draw 3 of something.
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Circle the 3s.
Color the number four.

Color 4 fish.

Practice writing the number 4.

Draw 4 of something.

Circle the 4s.
Name ______________________________

Color the number four.

Color 4 fish.

Practice writing the number 4.

Draw 4 of something.

Circle the 4s.
Color the number five.

Color 5 suns.

Practise writing the number 5.

Draw 5 of something.

Circle the 5s.
Name ____________________________

Color the number five.

Color 5 suns.

5

Practice writing the number 5.

Draw 5 of something.

Circle the 5s.
Name ____________________________

Color the number six.

6

Color 6 pails.

6

Practice writing the number 6.

Draw 6 of something.

Circle the 6s.
Name

Color the number six.

Color 6 pails.

Practice writing the number 6.

Draw 6 of something.

Circle the 6s.
Name ________________________________

Color the number seven.

Color 7 lemonades.

Practice writing the number 7.

Draw 7 of something.

Circle the 7s.
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Name ________________________________

Color the number seven.  

Color 7 lemonades.

7

Practice writing the number 7.

Draw 7 of something.

Circle the 7s.
Name __________________________

Color the number eight.  Color 8 shells.

Practice writing the number 8.

Draw 8 of something.  Circle the 8s.
Name ____________________________

Color the number eight. 

Color 8 shells.

Practice writing the number 8.

Draw 8 of something.

Circle the 8s.

8

8

8
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Name _________________________

Color the number nine.

Color 9 seahorses.

Practice writing the number 9.

Draw 9 of something.

Circle the 9s.
Name ____________________________

Color the number nine.

Color 9 seahorses.

Practice writing the number 9.

Draw 9 of something.

Circle the 9s.
Name ________________________________

One-to-One Correspondence

Draw lines to match the objects one to one.
Circle the shape that comes next in the pattern.
Size Patterns

Circle the shape that comes next in the pattern.
In each box, color the set that has more.
Less

In each box, color the set that has less.
Color the circles red. Color the squares orange. Color the triangles yellow. Color the rectangles green. Color the hexagons blue.
Name the shapes in each group.
Color the top shapes blue.
Color the bottom shapes red.
Color the middle shapes yellow.
Color the circle red. Color the square blue. Color the triangle green.
Color the rectangle yellow. Color the hexagon purple.
Name______________________________

Sorting FOOD AND SHAPES

Cut out the objects. Glue them into the circles to sort them into two different categories.
Name ______________________________

Cut out the objects. Glue them into the circles to sort them into two different categories.
Cut out the objects. Glue them into the circles to sort them into two different categories.
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Cutting Practice

Use your scissors to cut out the shapes. Make sure to always point the scissors away from your body and turn the paper when you need to.
Cutting Practice

Use your scissors to cut out the shapes.
Make sure to always point the scissors away from your body and turn the paper when you need to.
Name__________________________________________

Complete the dot to dot. Trace the dotted lines. Color the picture.
Name ____________________________

Complete the dot to dot. Trace the dotted lines. Color the picture.
Complete the dot to dot. Trace the dotted lines. Color the picture.
Name__________________________

Complete the dot to dot. Trace the dotted lines. Color the picture.
Complete the dot to dot. Trace the dotted lines. Color the picture.
Complete the dot to dot. Trace the dotted lines. Color the picture.
Fine Motor Practice

Trace and color the picture.
Trace and color the picture.
Trace and color the picture.
Fine Motor Practice

Trace and color the picture.
Fine Motor Practice

Trace and color the picture.
Fine Motor Practice

Trace and color the picture.
Trace and color the picture.
Fine Motor Practice

Trace and color the picture.
Get-Ready-for-Kindergarten
Summer Games and Activities

Beginning Sound Game
This is a fun one to play in the car. Choose two words and ask your kindergartner if they start with the same sound. For example, you may say, "Do moon and monkey start with the same sound?" It is not necessary for your child to know that they both start with the letter M - just that they can hear that the sounds at the beginnings of the words are the same. Repeat for several rounds. You may even choose to have your kindergartner ask you similar questions. When this becomes easy, try the same game with ending sounds.

Shaving Cream Letters and Numbers
Squirt shaving cream onto a large, flat surface, such as a table or cookie sheet. Encourage your kindergartner to write letters, numbers, or even their name (don't forget the capital letter at the beginning) in the shaving cream.

I'm Thinking Of...
This is another one for those long car rides. Give your kindergartner clues to a word you are thinking of. Clues may include things like, "I’m thinking of a word that starts with c and ends with t." "Or, I’m thinking of a word that rhymes with sat."

Build Fine Motor Skills
Allow your kindergartner lots of opportunities to build the muscles in their hands. Use squirt bottles (try to write your name on a fence with water), build things with play dough (maybe even letters or numbers), use tweezers to transfer cotton balls (or other small objects) from one cup to another, or trace the pictures in a coloring book instead of coloring them in.

Shape I Spy
Play I spy with shapes. For example, you or your kindergartner may say "I spy something that is a rectangle." Use these shapes: Circle, Square, Rectangle, Triangle, and Hexagon. Whey you’re feeling good about those shapes try: Cube, Cone, Sphere, and Cylinder.
Get Ready For Kindergarten
Summer Packet
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